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Sammanfattning 
Ericssons Business Communication Suite (BCS) är en Unified Communication-lösning, och är avsedd för större 

företag och teleoperatörer. BCS erbjuder tjänster som snabbmeddelanden, videosamtal, lägga till kontakter i grupper 

samt grupphantering mm. Syftet med detta projekt var tvåfaldigt; att utveckla och integrera ett program som kan 

kommunicera med Ericssons BCS, samt att dokumentera denna integration genom de erhållna kunskaperna 

från utvecklingen. Applikationen utvecklades för Windows Sidebar widget miljön och BCS miljön simulerades med 

hjälp av flera program och applikationer som tillhandahölls av Ericsson. Det första resultatet är en steg-för-

steg integrationsguide, som innehåller installationsintruktioner för BCS-miljön samt riktlinjer för denna integration. 

Det andra resultatet är en widget som kan söka efter personer på sökmotorn www.eniro.se och utnyttja tjänster som 

tillhandahålls från BCS, som kontakt-och grupphantering samt videosamtal. Detta projekt visar att en 

tredjepartsutvecklad applikation kan integreras med BCS, och att tredjepartsutvecklare samt anställda på Ericsson kan 

använda steg-för-steg integrationsguiden för att sätta upp test- och utvecklingsmiljö för BCS. 

 

Nyckelord: BCS, widget, integrationsguide, Unified Communication, tredjepartsutveckling, JavaScript, HTML, 

REST, RegExp, CSS. 
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Abstract 
Ericsson Business Communication Suite (BCS) is a Unified Communication solution destined for larger companies and 

telecommunication operators. BCS offers services such as instant messaging, video calls, contact group management 

and much more. The purpose of this project was twofold; developing and integrating an application that could 

communicate with Ericsson's Business Communication Suite, but also to document this integration through the 

knowledge acquired from the development. The application was developed for the Windows Sidebar widget engine 

and a BCS environment was simulated with the help of several programs and applications provided by Ericsson.  The 

results of the project are a step-by-step integration guide, which contains environment setup as well as integration 

guidelines, and also a widget application that can search for people on the search engine www.eniro.se and utilize 

services provided by BCS such as contact and group management and video calls. This project demonstrates that a 

third party developed application can be integrated with Ericsson BCS, and that third party developers and people at 

Ericsson can use the step-by-step integration guide to easily setup the necessary BCS test environments.  

Keywords: BCS, widget, Integration Guide, Unified Communication, Third Party Development, JavaScript, HTML, REST, 

RegExp, CSS. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years one can see a rapidly growing amount of end systems which can handle and present media connected 

to the Internet. Almost every person you see on the bus, subway or street has switched their old cellular phones to 

new more powerful Smartphones. This is not something you notice by just looking; recent statistics point to that the 

Smartphone worldwide market grew substantially year 2011: 49% year-on-year to 120.4 million units [1].  

As phones grow more powerful, they will be able to handle and present more and more advanced technologies such 

as Voice over IP calls (VoIP calls), Instant Messaging (IM), Video Conference calls, single and multiplayer games, GPS 

location services, and much more.  

New business ideas have emerged from several of these technologies such as free or at least very cheap-to-call 

applications such as Viber and Rebtel [2] [3]. These companies offer services that are so cheap that many 

telecommunication companies’ original services such as phone calls and SMS-messages are getting less profitable. This 

has led many telecommunication companies, such as Ericsson AB, to develop architectures and service suites that 

could be sold to end users and companies. One of these new service suites is Ericsson´s Business Communication Suite 

(BCS). 

These suites can be tailored to what services should be available, according to the requirements of a customer, in 

order to better suit the needs of that customer. The interface used when using the suite is a modular solution, a client 

offering different services, often including several smaller windows or window gadgets (often called widgets) for 

access to these services. 

Challenges as well as opportunities rise from the ability of having third party developers develop their own widgets to 

integrate in these business suites. As for now there is no existing blueprint for how this integration process is best 

carried out, what are the big helpers and obstacles. The purpose of this report is twofold. It is to account for the 

project of developing a widget and integrate it in BCS. It is also to produce a template or blueprint for this process, 

which is done with the knowledge and experience obtained from the integration. 

 

1.1. BUSINESS COMMUNICATION SUITE 

BCS is a cloud-service platform developed by Ericsson. The purpose of BCS is to enhance team collaboration and 

efficiency for enterprises in the telecom industry, providing them with an advanced Unified Communication solution 

(UC). [4] 

Unified Communication is a term describing all modern communication options integrated in one solution. In practice 

this means having a single interface or application for making calls, sending text messages, setting up a video 

conference etc. This makes the communication delays that occur due to cross platform communication transmissions 

less of a factor that contributes to longer business processes. [5] 

BCS is used by more than 20 operators worldwide and offers clients, servers, databases, and a set of applications that 

together provides an end-to-end communication solution for operators addressing the enterprise market. A typical 

setup is in a company environment with the company having a server connected to a database containing all the 

company’s provisioned users. These users all have a client were the interaction happens and which provide the 
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Unified Communication services. The network and underlying architecture of BCS will be more thoroughly described in 

the next chapter. 

A great opportunity for BCS is to enable third party developers to integrate their own applications with the services 

provided by Ericsson. This could enhance the customization of specific enterprise communication suites. Customers 

can choose between different services from BCS, and also deploy third party developed widgets in their UC solution, 

to get an even more powerful tool to work with. Due to the fact that the communication suite is adjustable and offers 

company specific customization, this report will not mention that it is “Ericsson’s BCS” but rather just “BCS”. 

 

1.2. WINDOW GADGETS 

A window gadget, often referred to as a widget, is typically a small, simple application that runs on a client desktop 

and usually provides simple but frequently used functions. Examples of widgets are widgets that show news-feeds, 

hardware status information, calendars, notes, and the current time of the day. Widgets often consists of what is called 

Dynamic HTML (DHTML) which is a result of combining common technologies like the Hypertext Markup Language 

(HTML), JavaScript, Cascading Style sheets (CSS), and Extensible Markup Language (XML).  

There has been an ever increasing number of developers for widgets and the reason behind this is that these 

technologies are often, if not always, used by web developers. This also means that learning how to develop a widget 

is easy because there is already a lot of information about these technologies on the web. 

Even though widgets are small applications, they cannot run by themselves on a platform like a normal application. For 

this a runtime environment, widget engine, is needed. This widget engine hosts and manages the widgets, and may be 

installed on the client or might even be integrated into the operating system. Some of the most well known widget 

engines are Windows Sidebar, Apple Dashboard, Yahoo Widget Engine, and Google Desktop Gadgets. 

Widgets can be classified into three different groups depending on which kind of platform they run on: desktop 

widgets, mobile widgets, and web widgets. Mobile and desktop widgets need a widget engine to run on, while web 

widgets are integrated directly into a web page.  

Even though all the platforms and engines above use almost the same common file formats, HTML, XML,CSS, 

JavaScript, etc, and developing a widget for one of the platforms most likely does not make it compatible with another. 

If a developer wants to develop a widget for different engines, than he/she would have to write the widgets for all the 

different engines to get them to work. While this has led to the development of a lot of different widgets, it has also 

led to each engine having its own way of structuring and packaging widgets.  

A standardization of how to packet and configure widgets was firstly thought of by World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) 

and was released in July 2009. By this recommendation, a widget should be distributed as a zip archive containing at 

least two file types which are mandatory: an XML document for configuration called “manifest” and an HTML file that 

is to be the user interface of the widget. [6] 
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1.3. PURPOSE AND PROJECT GOALS 

The purpose of this project is, as previously stated, twofold and can be concretized and described as two major goals. 

One is to develop a widget and integrate it with BCS and the other is to produce a step-by-step integration guide for 

this process that can be used by Ericsson and third party developers.  

 

1.3.1. DEVELOP A WIDGET 
One of the two goals of this project is to develop a widget application on a new platform that can make use of BCS 

services at the same time as using an external service, such as searching personal information from an external 

database or making a video call.  

The widget should be able to make use of the BCS group-services, such as list groups, contacts, and add contacts to 

groups. Contacts are to be extracted from a search engine or database which focuses on personal information such as 

persons and their phone numbers. 

 

1.3.2. STEP-BY-STEP INTEGRATION GUIDE 
The other goal of this project is to develop a step-by-step integration guide, helping third party developers to develop 

and integrate widgets with BCS. The guide should describe how to access the services BCS offers and how to make use 

of these services. The guide should account for the testing environment and also introduce the software tools needed 

for a successful integration with BCS. 

 

1.4. PRE-CONDITIONS AND SCOPE 

To enable third party developers to develop applications and to integrate these in BCS, certain key elements are 

required. Many of these elements require information from Ericsson regarding BCS and the protocols handling 

communication. To be able to use BCS services a login is required to get access to the BCS resources. This raises the 

issue of how and when to log in to BCS. This project will not focus on security aspects regarding password handling or 

user credentials. 

To be able to show any kind of concrete results that point to a successful communication with BCS, an environment 

which allows testing is needed. This environment could be a server which can simulate BCS or access to an actual BCS 

distribution. This report will focus on describing the basic communication with BCS and will only cover certain services 

that BCS provides, such as group services and adding a contact. 

A user agent that will communicate with BCS could be developed for several different platforms. This project will only 

focus on developing a widget for the Windows Sidebar. The Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the widget will be simple 

in design and the functionality of the widget should be sufficient for demonstration purposes. The widget will be 

limited to extracting personal information from the search engine www.eniro.se. 

www.eniro.se is a search engine which lists almost every person living in Sweden, showing their personal information 

including phone numbers and addresses. Accessing information about people from www.eniro.se is quite a simple 
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task, but to list specific selections of personal information in an object style layout could prove more of a challenge. 

This project will include the extraction of information about a person’s first name, surname, phone numbers, and 

address. All other information is irrelevant and will therefore not be included in the widget and the scope of this 

project. The reason for choosing www.eniro.se is that it is one of the largest search engines with focus on individuals 

in Sweden. 

 

1.5. OBSTRUCTIONS 

A matter that could pose as an obstruction is that BCS is a product under development with frequently occurring 

updates of clients and services. A new generation of HTML5 based clients is under development. This could have an 

impact on the project by limiting access to the up-to-date BCS software and creates a challenge for third party 

developers to come up with new ideas regarding what kind of widgets that could potentially be developed and 

integrated into BCS. 

 

1.6.  STAKEHOLDERS 

Stakeholders for this project are mainly the people from the two organizations involved with this project. The people 

we have been in contact with at Ericsson are in one end of the cooperation: Piotr Kessler, Ingemar Lindblad and 

Morteza Araby. The other organization is KTH, where we have our mentor and examiner: Anders Sjögren.  

Other stakeholders are the third party developers for companies subscribing to BCS, who will have great use of the 

step-by-step BCS integration guide.  

 

2. INTEGRATION WITH BUSINESS COMMUNICATION SUITE 
To fully integrate a widget with BCS, a deeper understanding of BCS is needed. What are the key architectures that 

BCS rely upon to function? How can you interact with BCS? How do you login to get access to these services? These 

questions will be investigated in this chapter. The method for how this project will be conducted is presented in 

chapter three.   

 

2.1. ARCHITECTURE 

BCS is mainly built around the IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) architecture. To connect a client or User Agent (UA) to 

BCS, the client or UA will normally need to communicate with BCS using the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP). A Web 

Client Enabler (WCE) simplifies the communication between the UA and BCS in order to make the communication 

more comprehensible for application developers. The WCE also abstracts the underlying complicated architecture. 

The UA communicates with the WCE via HTTP, and the WCE in turn speaks with the IMS using SIP. [7] The integration 

with BCS takes place between the UA and the WCE. An illustration overview of the BCS architecture can be seen in 

figure 1. 
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FIGURE 1: ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW OF THE INTEGRATION WITH BCS 

 

 

2.2. BCS CLIENT 

The BCS Client is the interface towards the services BCS offers and is also the most associated UA with BCS. With the 

BCS Client a user can change his or her presence (online/offline), add people to contact groups, make IP phone calls, 

share files, chat, have a video conversation, send text messages, and more. The different smaller interfaces that make 

up the BCS Client are in fact widgets. 

 

2.3. IP MULTIMEDIA SUBSYSTEM 

Since people started to get more and more mobile user equipment such as mobile phones and PDA´s, there has been 

an ever growing demand on getting services from the Internet accessible in these mobile devices. A way to integrate 

IP and wireless technologies was introduced by the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP). The proposed 

solution architecture was evolved from Second Generation mobile network (GSM) and was called Universal Mobile 

Telecommunication System (UMTS) all-IP networks, and later the IMS architecture was introduced. IMS had the great 

benefit of working in the Packet Switched (PS) domain, which means it could easily work with all existing Internet 

applications and greatly reduce the capital operating costs of telecommunication operators. [8] 

The IMS is a network functional architecture framework used for facilitating multimedia services. The system creates 

enhanced control and management possibilities for network operators and allows the operator organizations to play a 

more central role in traffic distribution. This could be seen as a communication layer between the application layer 

and the transport layer. A great benefit of using IMS is that it is not directly dependant on underlying access 

technology, such as WiFi or cable. It provides service enablers that can be used by a range of different services, such 

as instant messaging, video conferencing, and “virtual presentation meetings”. [9] [10] 
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IMS is based on the previously mentioned SIP protocol. SIP is widely used for voice and video communication sessions, 

by making one computer user aware that another user is available and ready for communication. SIP could be 

described, as cited in the book Wireless and Mobile All-IP Networks, by Lin and Pang, as “Internet’s virtual dial tone”. 

It is an application layer protocol that is readable by humans and has many similarities with HTML and SMTP. 

Applications using SIP are usually called “communication applications”, and an example of SIP in action is a friend’s 

name popping up in the buddy list of IM software, or when you make an Internet phone call while playing a 

multiplayer online video game. [8] 

One of the key arguments for telecom operators to use an IMS infrastructure is that it provides Quality of Service 

(QoS) control which separates it from the normal circuit switched, over the top solution. It also forms the basis for 

operator based voice and video telephony in Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks. Another benefit of using a package 

switched solution is that it is easy to integrate with other package switched domains, such as the Internet, which also 

makes it easy to add new services without changing the infrastructure. 

 

2.4. WEB CLIENT ENABLER 

The WCE works as a translator between the UAs HTTP language and the IMS SIP language. The HTTP language only 

works on a client server basis, but some services that BCS provides requires the UA and IMS to interchange messages 

as peers. An example of this is that while you could retrieve a list from IMS in a normal client-server way, a service 

such as presence update would require the server to notify the client when a presence has been changed. This 

contradicts the client-server model, and HTTP does not normally work in this way. There is a way to simulate this peer-

to-peer-like communication by using a method called event polling, which in short means that the UA asks the WCE if 

any changes in events have occurred. There are two types of polling: short polling and long polling, both which are 

illustrated in figure 2. 

 

  
FIGURE 2: SHORT POLLING IN COMPARISON TO LONG POLLING 
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Polling uses the HTTP GET method in order to investigate if any changes in events have occurred. Short polling uses a 

time-out on the client side of the connection in comparison to long polling, which uses it on the server side. This 

means that in short polling, the client will determine how long it should wait after it has received a response from a 

previous GET request, until it sends another request. A reply from the WCE will be sent back to the client immediately 

after a request from the client has been received and it contains either a change in events response, or a “null” 

message. 

In long polling this works the other way around, the client keeps the connection open for a set amount of time to wait 

for a response. The WCE will wait for this set amount of time until it sends its reply, which will contain either a “null” 

message, or a message with all the changes that has occurred during this period. In long polling the client will, instead 

of waiting for a certain amount of time, send another GET request as soon as a reply from the WCE has arrived. [11] 

 

2.4.1. UNIFORMED RESOURCE IDENTIFIER 
To be able to use the different services BCS provides a user needs to sign in using his/her user credentials. This is done 

by a HTTP PUT request where both the username and password are in the body of the request. Based on the 

operation the user wants to perform, he/she can use a HTTP GET, PUT, POST or DELETE request, with the specified 

data in the HTTP body and the type of operation specified in the request. More specifically, given the type of request 

in combination with the location of the resource, this Uniformed Resource Identifier (URI) forms the communication 

protocol between the WCE and the UA. 

 

3. METHOD AND TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
In this chapter the different methods and tools used for completing this project will be discussed. The first subsection 

shed light on the practical aspects while the second focus more on the technical portion of the project.  

 

3.1. REACHING PROJECT GOALS 

During this project various methods will be used to help enhance performance and uphold goals and job deliveries. 

These methods are described in the following subsections. 

 

3.1.1. AVOIDING BOTTLENECKS 
When developing the widget, by using a top-down approach one could view the project as several separate “areas” of 

development, each one giving a different challenge and function to the widget. This approach makes it possible to 

avoid unnecessary delays and production bottlenecks often encountered when using the classic waterfall project 

method. In this project it was decided to have the part of the widget that interacts and parses information from Eniro 

as one area, and the part interacting with BCS as another. This means that even if there is some delay from Ericsson, 

the project will still continue with the development of the Eniro part.  
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3.1.2. SCRUM 
Scrum is a framework for an agile approach to software development. It is highly suitable for projects that tend to go 

through sudden change and have emergent requirements [12] [13]. Using Scrum makes it easier to focus on 

completing the work packages that were defined in the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) described in section 3.1.4. A 

series of iterations, called sprints, was set to one week of working hours, and during these sprint one or several of 

these work packages was completed and reviewed.  

This project was initiated with understanding the problem, followed up by structuring and defining a plausible 

approach to solving this problem in order to create specific tasks in form of sprint milestones. 

 

3.1.3. PAIR PROGRAMMING AND TEST DRIVEN DEVELOPMENT 
In this project focus will be on quality and often enough one encounters badly written code and low quality scripts. 

Quality is one of the three major aspects, time, cost and quality, of efficiency when developing software. There are 

numerous ways of focusing one’s software development by different means of development techniques. By 

combining pair programming with test driven development, this project will try to make use of “the best of two 

worlds” when writing software. 

Pair programming is the practice of two people working on the same computer and code at the same time. This might 

seem counterproductive, but is in fact often more efficient; the produced code is of a higher quality while still having 

the same functionality. An advantage with pair programming is also that the two developers will possess the same 

amount of knowledge about the produced code. [14] 

Test driven development is a development method where unit tests are written before the actual code. This project is 

not going to put too much time on actual tests, but will borrow the fundamental idea of test driven development: First 

a test will be constructed that the software should pass, followed by the development of the actual software. Due to 

the fact that all code will have been thoroughly tested in the end, one can make the assumption that it will be free of 

bugs, or at least have very few of them.  

 

3.1.4. WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE AND MILESTONES 
While this project consists of a variety of different tasks, it needs to be planned and there is also a need to have a 

systematic approach. In the first stages of the project a WBS will specifically be created. This is done in order to better 

be able to analyze and communicate the different tasks that needs to be done and in what order. Milestones will 

pinpoint important events and enables better control of the time disposal for the project participants. [15] 

 

3.2. WIDGET PLATFORM AND DEVELOPING SOFTWARE 

In this subsection, decisions regarding the developing platforms will be explained. The reasons for choosing each 

platform will be discussed, along with a brief presentation of each platform. 
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3.2.1. NOTEPAD++ 
Notepad++ is a text editor that is not much different from the normal Windows notepad program. It is a free software 

license that focuses on programming languages to help developers to get a clean overview of the code. Instead of an 

Integrated Development Environment (IDE), like Eclipse [16], that suggests solutions to some programming problems, 

Notepad++ leaves it all up to the programmer to implement his/her own solution.  

A great benefit, and opportunity, of using Notepad++ is that the programmer gets a better learning experience. By 

having to search through documentations, books and forums, the programmer gets more insight by sometimes 

rephrasing and seeing different approaches to solving the problem. Notepad++ was chosen because it as a clean and 

at the same time functional editor that offers basic functions. [17] 

 

3.2.2. WINDOWS SIDEBAR 
Windows Sidebar is the main platform for the widget in this project. It offers a good testing environment and tutorial 

support from Microsoft. [18] When a widget has developed enough functionality to begin some testing, it can be 

copied to the Windows widget folder and be started from the desktop. There is also an approach where the editor is 

able to edit the widget directly in the widget folder. While other platform candidates such as Google Android or Apple 

IOS were considered, Windows Sidebar with its many useful tutorials and easy-to-test environment became the 

obvious choice for this project. [19] 

 

3.2.3. PACESTAR UML DIAGRAMMER 6.24 AND MINDVIEW 4.0 
Pacestar UML Diagrammer is an application used to draw different UML and flow charts. Mindview is used mainly to 

draw mind maps and overviews. Both of the applications are software tools used to create and structure, but also give 

a better overview for, projects. In this project Pacestar was used to draw flow charts and sequence diagrams. 

Mindview was used to create the project WBS and also enhance the planning process. [20] [21] 

Both programs are easy to use and have trial software which is great regarding project time and budget. 

 

3.3. INTEGRATION ENVIRONMENT 

As the development of a new widget makes progress, testing of this widget is essential for validating the developed 

results. To make future integration between clients and BCS possible for third party developers, a documentation of a 

working environment is needed. Through consulting and feedback from Ericsson staff a working environment will be 

installed for the widget, where the integration will be implemented. The environment that will be used when 

developing and testing the widget will act as a base for the documentation. This document and process will be the 

content of chapter 5. 
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4. DEVELOPED WIDGET 
In this chapter the resulting widget and the techniques used and developed will be described. The widget is made up 

of several abstract modules: the GUI, Service Enabler, Information handler, and a widget manifest, all of which will be 

thoroughly explained in this chapter. Further discussion and evaluation will be reviewed in chapter 6. 

 

4.1. GUI 

The GUI of the widget is designed after the style described in the HTML main file, “core.html” (see appendix 4), and 

the CSS style class. The listings of the found person(s) are displayed in a result window that shows the found matches. 

The user can select a contact to interact with and use the “add contact to group” BCS service that the widget provides 

through the use of the “+”-button. The widget GUI can be seen in figure 3. 

 

 

FIGURE 3: WIDGET GUI 

 

4.1.1. INTERFACE LAYOUT 
The widget GUI consists of one text field where the user can input the name of a person that he/she wants to search 

for and one status image which indicates presence – if you are logged onto BCS or not. It contains six buttons: search, 

login, add contact, logout, previous page, and next page. It also contains a results window which is the main 

interactive window of the widget. This window displays all the found persons from a person search and which groups 

a user can be added to. Other buttons that are not yet implemented can in the future offer functions such as widget 
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history and widget settings. The GUI also contains a group window which lists all the groups that a user can access and 

the contacts residing in these groups. 

The login button calls the login subroutine which takes the preset username and password and starts the login 

procedure. Quite analogous to this button is the logout button which terminates the session, i.e. logout the user. 

Exactly how these two procedures function is described in section 4.2 Service Enabler. 

A little more complex are the search and “add contact” buttons, which trigger two chains of subroutines. A search 

starts with taking the parameters provided in the input text form field, and calls the searchPerson() subroutine. This 

subroutine will call other subroutines as seen in appendix 2 – UML Class Diagram. After a person has been selected 

and the currentHighlighted ID is set, the “add contact” button can call the addContact() subroutine that makes a call 

to BCS to show all the available groups that the contact can be added to. These groups are clickable and the user can 

select which group to add the contact to by clicking the desired one. This will end the chain of events created from the 

addContact() subroutine, and another search for a person may begin. 

Two other buttons that are worth a short description are the previous and next page buttons. These will only come 

into effect when the resulting number of matches in a person search exceeds 26. This will make persons who could 

not fit in the first page appear on another page, and the way to browse between pages is with these two buttons. 

Although the above mentioned elements would be visible to examine in the HTML code, many of the functions of 

these elements are worthless without the scripting functions in the JavaScript code found in appendix 7 and appendix 

8. Many of these JavaScript subroutines modify the content of these elements which makes them intractable, fills new 

functions, and change their appearance. The elements in the GUI have their base in HTML, but as we will see later in 

this chapter, they are made modular with CSS and JavaScript, making the solution more dynamic. 

 

4.1.2. HTML 
The widget consists of only one HTML file, the “core.html” file, which can be found in appendix 4 and it includes the 

necessary files in the header. The “style.css” file, see appendix 5, makes up the style in the widget and the “js.js” 

JavaScript file, appendix 7, handles most functions concerning the searchPerson() subroutine chain. The “login.js” file, 

found in appendix 8, handles information communication and login function subroutines, and lastly “jQuery.js” file 

which is the jQuery library. 

The body in “core.html” consists of two layers of elements, with the first layer being the structure of the widget 

layout, while the second layer consists of an interactive text field form and several buttons. The second layer of the 

widget does not change much in any chain of events that may occur, while on the other hand the first layer is 

modular, and changes constantly depending on which subroutine chain the user is currently in.  

An example of this would be the inner HTML of the results element. It starts with containing nothing, but when the 

user enters the searchPerson() chain, it will be filled up with person information obtained from Eniro. Later if the user 

decides on a person to add to a group, the inner HTML of the results element will be overwritten to contain the 

different groups that the user can add a contact to. 
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4.1.3. CASCADING STYLE SHEET 
The Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) file was made to provide the layout for the widget. It is composed to modify the HTML 

body, and most scripted object IDs. This makes it easy to make changes to the layout without getting too deep into 

the other part of the code. The “style.css” file specifies the proportions an element should take, where its position 

should be, and many other properties. Another property is that the CSS file can specify which text fonts that should be 

used in a specific element, font size, color, and more. An example of how the specification for the body of the HTML 

file could be written is presented below: 

body{ 
width: 200px; 
height: 500px; 
font-family: verdana; 
font-weight: bold; 
font-size: 15px; 

} 
 
 

4.2. SERVICE ENABLER 

As stated in previous section 2.4.1, a user must be logged into WCE before any services can be used. The widget has 

the session initialization setup built in. It gets the user credentials from global preset variables and sends these to a 

login URL parser that produces a URL to the registration directory in BCS. Such a URL link is described in the example 

below, where the <URL to BCS website> is URL to a BCS website: 

http://<URL to BCS website>/tce/bcs/2.0/registration  

The HTML request method that is used to login is the PUT method, with the username and encoded password as data 

payload when opening a new XMLHttpRequest communication socket. The return status that may arrive from this 

request is either 202 return new identity, 200 return previous identity, or in the case of wrong user credentials 401, 

which is the status for unauthorized access.  

A UA needs to acquire a status changed event where the session has its status set to “active” before it can utilize any 

service provided by BCS. This particular event is called “ns2:registrationChangedEvent”. Almost all services in BCS 

require the session to have this status set to “active”. It is therefore important to catch the exceptions where this 

status was not set to “active”, in order to prevent weird program errors later. This can be done by start polling events 

after a successful login, or as the case in this widget, requesting an update in events through a GET method to the 

specific events directory in BCS. A service enabling sequence is pictured in figure 4 below, where <identity> is the new 

session identity for the signed in user. 
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FIGURE 4: SERVICE ENABLING SEQUENCE 

 

 

4.3. INFORMATION HANDLER 

Even though the widget is small, there is still a need to handle information that is sent and received in a proper way. 

Sending falsely parsed information or handling received information in the wrong way may cause the widget to cease 

to function in the proper way. Some problems and challenges encountered when developing the widget and possible 

solutions for these are the context of the subsections below. 

 

4.3.1. URL PARSING  
When specifying which person to search for from the site www.eniro.se, the first thing that was inspected was how the 

URL request to that site looked like when searching for a person. A person is searched through the following kind of 

URL through a HTML GET request:  

http://personer.eniro.se/resultat/<first_name>+<family_name> 

The clauses <first_name> and <family_name> are the first name and family name of the person searched for. By taking 

the string values from a HTML form, these values should be parsed into the above suggested URL-string. There is 

therefore a need to put the form value obtained from the input into a variable that can be used in the creation of a 

proper URL-string. This is illustrated in figure 5. 
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FIGURE 5: ILLUSTRATION OF URL PARSING 

 

 

4.3.2. PARSING HTML USING REGULAR EXPRESSION 
The previous section covered how to send a proper HTML GET request, but the result from this is not a list of persons, 

but the source code of the requested sub-site in form of HTML text. So in what way can a HTML text document be 

used to acquire personal information, and how can this information be made useful?   

The answer lies in the HTML text itself.  All information about the matches from a search can be found in a returned 

HTML page. By examining and analyzing this page certain key phrases are identified as the wanted information. Below 

in figure 6 is a code snippet showing the personal information from a returned HTML page after searching for a person 

on the eniro webpage.  

 

 
FIGURE 6: PERSONAL INFORMATION CODE SNIPPET 

 

The acquired HTML page has to be parsed in order to put the personal information code snippet, seen in figure 6, into 

an array of variables. This was done using Regular Expression (RegExp). The developed RegExp only works for the 

example site used in this project, www.eniro.se. Other sites most likely use different structures in listing personal 

information. 

All the newlines in the HTML document was replaced with an empty string. This was done due to the fact that when 

trying to match text strings containing a newline character, the function would return no matches.  
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RegExp tends to match the longest possible match, which had to be dealt with. This means that if there is more than 

one person per page on the eniro site, a simple RegExp would in most cases return a string which contains all HTML 

text between the first and last person on the page. This problem was solved by implementing a more complex RegExp 

that was acquired from a developer blog [22] about RegExp, its problems and how to solve them. The process of 

building such a RegExp is omitted in this report, but the RegExp used to solve the problem of sequentially matching 

personal information of all persons in a search is as follows: 

<div class="section-left">(?:(?=([^<]+))\1|<(?!div\b[^>]*>))*?<span class="geo" 

The section “<div class="section-left">” is the beginning of an HTML text to match, 

“(?:(?=([^<]+))\1|<(?!div\b[^>]*>))*?” handles nested sections and “<span class="geo"” tells where to stop the match. 

This gave the desired personal information of each person in an array. 

When the personal information about different persons have been inserted into an array of variables, this information 

can be displayed in the earlier discussed results window of the gadget, where it is presented to the user in form of a 

scrollable and interactive list. The user can then choose which person to interact with.  

 

4.3.3. MAKING PERSONAL INFORMATION ELEMENTS CLICKABLE 
Another problem with having information parsed from a HTML page is that this information is not clickable and easy to 

use in its raw state. A solution to this was making raw personal information into a modular and easily accessible object. 

One way of doing this was by having each person appear in a different HTML element section, where each element 

had a specific person ID. There are several different element types in HTML that has different properties. The names of 

these elements are div and span elements. 

All information about a person should also be inner span elements which should have the same person ID as an outer 

div element but with an added parameter. A person div with ID “person1” should have a span with that person’s 

mobile number with an ID as something like: person1mobile.  

Now a person can be addressed specifically, so how should you go on about using this? 

In HTML there is a function to make function-calls when you click an element (e.g. a div or a span), and the name of 

this is “onclick”. This can be seen in the example below: 

 

<div class=”personInfo” id=person[nr] onclick=”setCurrentHighlighted(this.id)> 

<span class=”given-name” id=”person[nr]givenname”>[given-name]</span> 

  <span class=”family-name” id=”person[nr]familyname”>[family-name]</span> 

  <span class=”mobile” id=”person[nr]mobile”>[mobile number]</span> 

   .... 

</div> 

 

The same problem was encountered when a user wants to add a contact to a group. How can the widget provide a 

way to let the user select which group to add the person to? This was solved in the same way as described above, by 

making the groups clickable and letting each group reside in its own span with a specific ID. 
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4.3.4. SENDING INFORMATION 
After a successful login to the WCE and all the wanted information about a person is acquired, it is time to send this 

information to the WCE. Sending messages to the WCE was carried out by parsing together the right URL to send the 

messages to, before creating a new socket. In JavaScript a socket or HTTP request is created by the function 

XMLHttpRequest. When a socket is opened, the HTTP method, the URI containing the URL and sessions credentials are 

passed as parameters.  

Additional headers that are needed to be set are:  

“Cache-Control”=”no-cache”. 

“Accept”=”application/json” 

Additional header that have to be set in the case that a message contains data: 

“Content-Type”=”application/json” 

Messages are sent by issuing the function “socket.sent(message)”, and responses are acquired by the 

“socket.responseText” function. Some functions in the widget are required to check what kind of response message 

that was acquired from a HTTP request. In this case, instead of returning the response text, the whole socket is 

returned so that the function can check to see what the status of the socket was when the response got back. The 

status of a socket is acquired by issuing the “socket.status” function. 

The only function in the widget that send data as HTTP payload is the addContactToGroup() subroutine, all other 

functions that sends some kind of request to the WCE has no data. 

 

4.4. MANIFEST 

The widget manifest was made to present the widget for the Windows Sidebar engine. The manifest consists of an 

Extensible Markup Language (XML) file which describes the details of the widget in order for the widget engine to 

recognize the widget. It is the first file that is examined by the widget engine when the widget is executed, and details 

written in the manifest appears in the details window in Windows Sidebar.  

XML looks a lot like the HTML language described above; this particular way of encoding and structuring information 

makes the content of the document readable to both humans and machines. It was originally designed to, as quoted 

from the developers website, “meet the challenges of large-scale electronic publishing,” [23].  

The manifest looks different for different widget engines, some widget engines does not even require a manifest in 

form of a XML file to function. The widget in this project uses the Windows Sidebar engine and does require the 

developer to specify a manifest. A bit of the manifest can be seen below, and even though it is really simple, it is an 

important file that is needed for the widget to function. 
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?> 
<gadget> 

<name>BCS Eniro widget</name> 
  <version>1.0.0.0</version> 

 … 
</gadget> 
 

The first row describes the XML version, and the encoding used in the file. The second row starts the description of 

the widget, and the sub tags “name” and “version” specifies, as you could guess, the name of the widget and the 

version number. Some other fields are also required for Windows Sidebar to accept the file, but they are not included 

here. The XML widget manifest can be seen in appendix 6. 

 

4.5. FLOW CHART – WIDGET 

The widget functionality is represented in a flow chart attached in appendix 3.  

 

4.6. UML – WIDGET 

Representing software applications in UML form is standard to visualize application architecture. The developed 

widget is in this subsection described with a UML sequence diagram in section 4.6.1 and section 4.6.2 contains the 

reference to the UML class diagram. 

 

4.6.1.  UML SEQUENCE DIAGRAM 
The sequence diagram seen in figure 7, illustrates a communication session between a user, Widget, Eniro, and BCS. 

The user starts with searching for a person on eniro and then login to BCS to use different services. 

 

4.6.2. UML CLASS DIAGRAM  
The UML class diagram can be found in appendix 2. The diagram is divided in two pages, one describing the logic 

handling of the information from eniro and all the classes. The other page describes the network abstraction and 

communication with BCS. 
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FIGURE 7: WIDGET UML SEQUENCE DIAGRAM 

 

5. DOCUMENTATION OF THE DEVELOPMENT AND TOOLS USED 
This chapter presents the results that originate from developing the widget and describes the tools used for setting up 

the test environment. One of the major goals of this project was to assemble a third party development guide based 

on the knowledge obtained by developing and integrating the widget. The guide, found in appendix 1, could in the 

future act as a blueprint for third party developers. 

 

5.1. WEB CLIENT ENABLER TEST ENVIRONMENT 

From a third party development point of view there will probably be a lot of questions regarding how to start the 

development of a widget for BCS, what are the pitfalls and what are the prerequisites to setup a test environment. In 

this section two programs will be introduced which can be used to simulate a real BCS environment. This environment 

consists of a simulation of the WCE in the BCS architecture.  

 

5.1.1. MYSQL DATABASE 
MySQL is a widely used open source database that provides multi-user access to databases. It is used to simulate a 

BCS user database that contains the necessary information to manage users and the services that users want to use 

through BCS. [24] 

The setup of the MySQL-server is thoroughly documented in the step-by-step integration guide, in appendix 1. Some 

of the setup involves setting up user authentication, which does not mean authentication for the end user but rather 
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for the intermediate program that request user information. This process can be very time consuming and if you are 

not careful with the installment many irritating errors stating “login failed” or “failed to authenticate” may occur.  

Creating a database that can communicate with BCS is of little use if the database does not have the tables containing 

the correct user information that BCS wants to access. In this project the script for building these tables were provided 

by the staff at Ericsson. The tables were created by importing the script and let it build everything automatically. 

Different versions of BCS could need different kinds of building scripts to work. 

 

5.1.2. SAILFIN 
SailFin is an open-source application server developed in Java which implements the SIP Servlets API (JSR 289). The 

project is led by Sun Microsystems and, as quoted on their website, “defines a standard application programming 

model to mix SIP Servlets and Java EE components. Java EE services, such as web services, persistence, security, and 

transactions, enable faster development of smarter communications-enabled applications”. [25] 

In this project the SailFin server, in coalition with MySQL database, was used to simulate the WCE server. The server 

accepts and handles HTTP requests to and from the UA, while communication with IMS is carried out using SIP. The 

WCE talks directly to the MySQL database, to query user data and group information. To work with the MySQL server, 

the SailFin server was configured to login with the same username and password that was specified in the setup of the 

MySQL server. It is in this step that many authentication errors may arise, the cause being incorrect setup of user 

privileges in the MySQL server. 

When the connection between the MySQL server and the SailFin server was up and running, the next step was to 

insert users into the BCS system. But before doing this one would need to deploy some kind of user interface for the 

server, which was also provided by the people at Ericsson. The files used were “tce.war” and “bcsportal.war”, and 

they consist of compiled and encrypted code that simulates web interfaces and functions. 

 

5.2. COMPLEMENTARY TOOLS AND DOCUMENTATION 

A variety of tools were found necessary for a working software integration solution. The tools are intended for third 

party developers to ease the integration of developed software and BCS. These tools are complementary in regard to 

that a developer does not need them in order to accomplish a successful integration, but they facilitate a useful 

supporting function. The WCE API is on the other hand not complementary. 

 

5.2.1. WCE REST API BCS 3.0 
This API describes all communication between BCS and a UA and consists of every resource or request available. It 

contains and accounts for all paths in the WCE, describing where each resource is and where the potential UA should 

retrieve these resources from. It describes overall functionality of the WCE. It contains examples how to use the 

different HTTP requests and what the different response texts means, e.g. the UA sends a HTTP DELETE method 

request to the resource  
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https://<URL to BCS website>/tce/bcs/3.0/registration/<identity> for signing out. The response text for a successful 

sign out is “204 No Content”. 

 

5.2.2. WCETESTAGENT 2.3 
The WCETestAgent is similar to the BCS Client and it is an application for testing the MySQL database and SailFin 

server setup configuration and confirm that they are up and running. If all is well e.g. general setup is ok and a user 

have been created, that user should be able to connect to the server IP on the standard port 8080 and get access to 

some basic functions such as list groups, search persons, get presence, start a chat conversation, and add a contact to 

a group. [26] 

 

5.2.3. RESTCLIENT 2.4 
The RESTClient is an application used for easy construction of HTTP requests. It is easy to use and is great for testing 

network communication. It has a simple design; a field containing the address space, an option field containing the 

option of what type of request that should be sent and the body of the request. Other options such as adding headers 

to the request are also available. The response message is represented in a box so that the user can see if the 

expected answer is the result of the sent request. [27] 

This application proved to be great for testing proprietary developed code regarding communication processes with 

the WCE. 

 

5.2.4. WIRESHARK NETWORK ANALYZER 1.6.7 
Wireshark is a network protocol analyzer that is useful for analyzing the traffic in a specified network. The application 

lets the user locate and examine the packages that are sent to and from the specified source. This software was used 

to analyze the corresponding packages sent to and from the developed widget and the WCE server. It proved to be a 

valuable tool for troubleshooting and debugging code. [28] 

 

5.3. STEP-BY-STEP INTEGRATION GUIDE 

The produced step-by-step guide can be found in appendix 1. It covers the procedure of how a successful integration 

with BCS, from a third party developer’s point of view, is conducted. It begins with stating the prerequisites needed 

and how a working test environment is installed, and continues with how to setup a working environment. The guide 

also addresses some topics like different software components and troubleshooting. The guide also includes 

descriptions of how to integrate a video call application with BCS. This application is called FaceClient and is used 

together with underlying IMS simulation structure provided by Ericsson called SDS. 
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6. DISCUSSION AND EVALUATION 
This chapter will begin with discussing the produced results and methods used when doing this project. The chapter 

ends with an overall conclusion of the project. 

 

6.1. VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY IN METHOD AND RESULTS 

In these sections the used method and results will be discussed and evaluated. Some general thoughts about specific 

issues and obstruction will also be discussed. These sections will also contain some thoughts about improvements and 

yet-to-be-implemented functionality. 

 

6.1.1. METHOD 
This project used a combination of SCRUM and Pair programming as base method for developing the widget software. 

This combination proved to be effective by distributing the knowledge about the different parts of the developed 

code between the developers. It also made it easier to measure the progress of development. 

The drawback of this approach is that the developers are bound to only one computer even though several computers 

are available, potentially slowing down the development. There were different code snippets during this project that, 

from time to time, could have been developed in parallel. The pair programming approach made this impossible, but 

on the other hand probably enhanced the quality of the resulting code. Some functions were left unimplemented 

which may have been a result from this.  

The choice of platform was Windows Sidebar. The choice proved to be a good one in regards to testing. It might not 

be the most popular widget engine, as widgets are mostly used in web browsers and Smartphones. But never the less, 

it is a very good example of how the integration of a widget and BCS could be done. It also gives Ericsson a new 

documented widget engine. 

 

6.1.2. RESULTS 
The results of this project are the produced widget and the produced step-by-step integration guide. In that sense the 

project goals were reached, but there is always the opportunity for improvements and enhancements to be made.  

The guide was developed intended for the people at Ericsson and third party developers. This resulted in a guide which 

requires knowledge about programming on a semi-advanced level. Although this makes the guide quite compact, it 

may be difficult for a casual developer to follow all the steps. This may be good in the sense that really extensive 

guides tends to emphasize on small details, making it harder to find the information you want. 

The environment used when developing the widget, and hence described in the step-by-step guide, is a simulated 

environment consisting of the software for the different servers that make up for the BCS architecture. This means 

that our widget is yet to be tested “sharp” in a real IMS structure. 
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Thinking in terms of reliability, any time in the future, eniro could decide to change some structure on their website. 

This could make some specific RegExp that we have developed unusable in a sense that it does not longer match 

certain parts of the requested HTML page. Even though the eniro part of the widget may be rendered out of date, all 

of the functions involving BCS would still work perfectly fine as long as a new version of the WCE is not released. 

The parsing of persons on eniro does not work on a single person search. In this case the layout of the website is 

entirely different, resulting in different HTML code. The resulting search can be seen but the searched person will most 

likely not be presented in the normal way. This also means that a user will not be able to interact with this information. 

Because of this, the user will not be able to add such a searched person to a group in BCS. All this could be solved with 

the development of a new RegExp that could complement the already existing RegExp with the handling of this 

exception. But as the development of such a RegExp takes time, and because the deadline of the project was getting 

close, this was omitted from the project. 

Another important thing yet to be implemented is user login. For the moment the user credentials are stored in preset 

global variables whereas in the future an approach where the user inserts username and password would probably be 

preferred. There were also some ideas about changing the Ericsson BCS Client so that widgets would be able to get 

information from a shared file. This decision is probably better left for a person who has more knowledge about the 

overall architecture of BCS. 

 

6.2. IMPLEMENTATION ON DIFFERENT WIDGET ENGINES 

In this section different widget engines are considered as alternatives and compliments to the Windows Sidebar. How 

much work is required to make a working version of the widget for another widget engine?  

 

6.2.1. GOOGLE ANDROID 
A widget for the Google Android widget engine needs the same kind of files as the widgets for the Windows Sidebar 

platform. They both need a widget manifest to be written in XML; though the content of this XML file should be 

structured in a different way, it is basically the same as the manifest for the Windows Sidebar. A big difference 

between the two platforms is the development of the layouts. When developing a layout for a widget in Windows 

Sidebar, a developer will use HTML and CSS files. When developing a layout for Google Android, the developer will 

specify the layout in an XML file. 

Another big difference between these two engines is how the logic is written for a widget. As seen earlier in this 

report, the logic of the widget was developed in JavaScript code. The logic for a native widget in Google Android will 

use the Java language, with support of XML files. While widgets for Windows Sidebar works as a website and follows a 

logic chain of events, the Google Android widgets are based on broadcast events that are received when a Widget is 

enabled, disabled, updated, or deleted. A much more detailed tutorial on the basics of how to develop a Widget for 

Google Android can be found at: http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/appwidgets/index.html#Basics. 

The developed widget was developed for the Windows Sidebar and with regard to the above, an implementation for 

Google Android should therefore not involve too much work. Because even though the procedure of developing 
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widgets for these two engines are quite different, the overall experience and skills obtained from developing an 

implementation on one platform should be enough to move an implementation to another platform. 

 

6.2.2. APPLE DASHBOARD 
Widgets designed for the Apple Dashboard are, as well as widgets for Windows Sidebar, distributed as bundles 

containing the files that compose the widget. In both Windows Sidebar and Apple Dashboard there are the “.html” file 

which manage the structure, the “.css” which manage the design and the “.js” which manage the logic of the widget. 

What separates them is the manifest, as stated in the Manifest section of this report. The Apple Dashboard uses a 

property list file, “.plist”, instead of the “.xml” file as Windows Sidebar uses. The purpose is mainly the same in both 

cases, though in the “.plist” file there are more options for window width and height etc. Implementing the developed 

widget for Apple Dashboard should not be too cumbersome if one were to try. 

 

6.3.  CONCLUSION 

As one can see in this project, making and integrating a widget with BCS turned out to be a viable and challenging task. 

Developing the widget for Windows Sidebar proved to be a good choice, with its easy-to-test environment and 

accessibility to exterior applications, such as FaceClient which is described in the step-by-step integration guide. Even 

though this environment turned out to be a good choice, a widget would probably have to be developed specifically 

for Smartphones or tablets in order to be really successful. Surely the next step is to implement a BCS widget for 

Smartphones and tablets, where many opportunities can be explored. This could prove to be a major step to make an 

even more successful product out of the Business Communication Suite. 

The step-by-step BCS integration guide may be the most usable result of this project. It contains new and detailed 

information of how to setup the BCS environment and also accounts for common pitfalls and mistakes. By using this 

guide, developers both internal and external to Ericsson gets the basic understanding of, and the tools for using, this 

BCS development environment. This could pave the way for BCS to be utilized to its fullest extent. 

As we have been working with developing a widget in a new environment for BCS, some thoughts and ideas about 

what could be done in the future have come to mind. Future work in the same area could involve implementing small 

widgets offering BCS services on tablets, Smartphones and desktop widget engines. This could for example be an 

application that redirects the SIP URI phone number directed to an employee’s PC client, to that person’s tablet or 

Smartphone. The benefit with this approach is that a user just has to click the simple widget interface. Meetings and 

events could for example be listed in such a widget, where the user can accept, decline, and view details such as 

meeting documents, time, and location. A user could accept a meeting and choose to attend by phone or in person. 

The functionality could be extended to also include event and meeting creation for contact groups such as local office 

and project members. Meeting and event reminders should exist and remind the user of meetings and events, 

enabling the widget to have information about where to connect a possible conference call – if the user chooses to 

attend by phone. Every meeting could have its own ID giving the benefit of the user not having to focus on where to 

connect, it will be done automatically by the widget. All the details about when and where the meeting is going to take 

place could be defined when the meeting is created, alongside its ID and other functions. These are just a few ideas of 

small widgets that could be developed and used to make BCS an even more powerful UC tool. 
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APPENDIX 1: STEP-BY-STEP BCS INTEGRATION GUIDE 
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1. OVERVIEW 
This document provides the installation instructions and documentation for the Ericsson 

Business Communication Suite integration environment. This environment consists of 

SailFin 4.0.2.2 server, MySQL 5.5.24, Ericsson Service Development Studio 4.0.2 packet 

(SDS) and Ericsson FaceClient. 

Complementary software is suggested but is not prerequisites for the integration 

environment. However they offer developers a helping hand and serves as great assets 

when testing newly developed software. These testing tools are WCETestAgent 2.3, 

RESTClient 2.4 and Wireshark Network Analyzer 1.6.7. 

The WCE REST API BCS3.0 document is mandatory reading in coalition with this document 

in order to gain understanding of the communication with the Web Client Enabler (WCE) 

and a user agent. 

 

1.1.                HOW THIS GUIDE IS ORGANIZED 

The Step-by-step Integration Guide is organized into the following sections: 

                        TABLE 1: HOW THIS GUIDE IS ORGANIZED 

Section Description 

Overview An overview of the procedures contained in this document 

Software 

Components 

Describes all software needed before the installation can 

start.  

Installing SailFin and 

MySQL 

How to correctly install SailFin and MySQL 

Installing SDS and 

FaceClient 

How to correctly install SDS and FaceClient 

Troubleshooting How to troubleshoot and repair / modify typical installation 

problems 

Third-Party Software 

Development 

Introduces some techniques and useful tips when 

developing software for the Windows Sidebar environment 

that is to be implemented in BCS 

 

1.2.                 COMMENTS ABOUT THIS DOCUMENT 

This document is made for developers of software intended for use with BCS and in 

particular third party developers. This Guide is planned for use in an environment where 

no existing BCS configuration is present. In order to improve the development 

possibilities, the content of this document should be continuously updated to be 

compatible with newer versions of the software involved. 

Updates include changes in the setup procedures and the Web Client API. 
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2. SOFTWARE COMPONENTS 
The software components required for a successful implementation could be divided in 

three different packages; WCE simulator, development tools and IMS simulator. A 

developer could install any of these as he/she sees fit. 

The WCE simulator package consists of the SailFin server and MySQL database. This is an 

important installment as it simulates the Web Client Enabler which is the proxy gateway 

between a client and the BCS IMS structure.  

The SailFin server software can be found at: 

http://download.java.net/javaee5/sailfin/v2_branch/promoted/Windows/sailfin-

installer-v2-b31g-windows.jar 

MySQL database can be downloaded from http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/ 

The Development tools package contains different supplementary software. All 

components listed are useful in their own way; the WCETestAgent is great for testing that 

the server setup is go, RESTClient is beneficial for trying out and designing HTTP packages 

and Wireshark is very useful for monitor and analyze the communication between a User 

Agent and the simulated WCE SailFin server. 

The Wireshark Network Analyzer can be downloaded from: 

http://www.wireshark.org/download.html 

RESTClient 2.4 is located at:  

http://code.google.com/p/rest-client/downloads/detail?name=restclient-cli-

2.4-jar-with-dependencies.jar 

WCETestAgent 2.3 is distributed by Ericsson. 

SDS and FaceClient introduce and simulate the underlying IMS structure and include a DNS 

and CSCF server. This simulation and FaceClient enables the implementation of video calls 

in the developed software. The SDS is in itself a package of different applications and 

tools. 

Both the SDS and FaceClient are distributed by Ericsson. 
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3. INSTALLING SAILFIN AND MYSQL 
Here follows the steps for installing SailFin and MySQL server and database 

 

3.1.                SAILFIN 

1. Install Java Development Kit (JDK) 1.6 or higher from: 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/index.html 

 

2. Add system environment path variable in advanced setup in the system properties. 

Create/change JAVA_HOME variable pointing to the JDK installation folder.  Add 

%JAVA_HOME%\bin to SYSTEM PATH environment variable. 

 

If you are having trouble locating where you change your system environment 

variables see section 5.2 in troubleshooting. 

 

3. Reboot the computer 

 

4. Download SailFin and copy it C:\ (or other place you want) 

 

5. If you choose C:\(otherwise change following command accordingly) 

 

6. Open command prompt and navigate to C:\ 

 

7. Extract SailFin from the .jar file by typing java -Xmx512m -jar sailfin-installer-v2-b31g-

windows.jar 

 

8. Navigate to the folder where you extracted SailFin by typing  cd sailfin 

 

9. From the SailFin folder type \lib\ant\bin\ant –f setup.xml 

 

10. If BUILD FAILED with message pointing to that Glassfish requires a higher version than 

JDK 1.5 follow these steps: open setup.xml located in SailFin folder. Locate row 148 

and copy contents. Make new line and paste. Change “1.6” in the substring-section of 

the newly pasted string, and change 1.6 with your current version of JDK. The current 

version is indicated in the error message from the builder. See example: 

 

… 

< condition property="java.version.acceptable"> 

       <or> 

         <contains string="${targeted.java.version}" substring="1.5"/> 

         <contains string="${targeted.java.version}" substring="1.6"/> 

         <contains string="${targeted.java.version}" substring="1.7.0"/> 
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       </or> 

</condition> 

… 

-In this example the version used was 1.7.0. Your current version should be inserted. 

You can also see your current java version by typing “java –version” in your terminal. 

 

11. If the build is successful everything so far should be fine, otherwise see section 5.1 in 

troubleshooting. 

 

12. Open the sailfin\lib folder and remove the following files: 

jersey-bundle-1.0.3.1.jar 

jsr311-api-1.0.jar 

Jackson-asl-0.9.4.jar 

 

13. Download jaxb-impl-2.2.3.jar and copy it to c:\ sailfin\lib\endorsed\ (choose binary 

download from the website 

http://grepcode.com/snapshot/repo1.maven.org/maven2/com.sun.xml.bin

d/jaxb-impl/2.2.3 ) 

 

14. Download mysql-connector-java-5.0.8-bin.jar and copy it to c:\sailfin\lib (download 

from http://code.google.com/p/mapmap/downloads/detail?name=mysql-

connector-java-5.0.8-bin.jar&can=2&q= ) 

 

15. Download slf4j-api-1.5.11.jar and slf4j-jdk14-1.5.11.jar to c:\sailfin\lib (download 

from http://www.java2s.com/Code/Jar/s/Downloadslf4japi1511jar.htm and 

http://www.java2s.com/Code/Jar/s/Downloadslf4jjdk141511jar.htm ) 
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16. Change the domain.xml file, which is located at 

c:\sailfin\domains\domain1\config\domain.xml and add <property 

name="cometSupport" value="true"/> into the <http-listener> node in two places:  

 

Locate the first <http-listener> node and move to the end of the line and delete the 

end slash: xpowered-by="true"/> should be xpowered-by="true">. Doing this allows 

the contents of the node to continue. Make new line and insert <property 

name="cometSupport" value="true"/>. Make new line and insert end of node 

statement in form of: </http-listener>. Locate the second <http-listener> node and 

insert the same line as above (<property name="cometSupport" value="true"/>) 

after the <ssl… node. See example: 

 

Before modification: 

 

<http-listener acceptor-… xpowered-by=”true”/> 

<http-listener acceptor-… 

          <ssl cert-nickname=… 

</http-listener> 

 

 

After modification:  

 

<http-listener acceptor-… xpowered-by=”true”> 

        <property name="cometSupport" value="true"/> 

</http-listener> 

<http-listener acceptor-… 

          <ssl cert-nickname=… 

          <property name="cometSupport" value="true"/> 

</http-listener> 

 

 

17. Everything should now be working! 
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3.2.                MYSQL WORKBENCH SETUP 

1. Download and install MySQL, choose Full Installation. 

 

2. Open MySQL Workbench and in Server Administration – go to User and privileges and 

under Add Account create a new account.  

 

In the Login section enter following details: 

Login Name – simplewce 

Limit connectivity to Host Matching – localhost 

password – simplewce 

Confirm password – simplewce 

 

3. Under Administrative Roles section enter check the DBA box 

 

4. Create a New Connection (Add a new database connection for query): 

Connection Name: simplewce 

Hostname: localhost 

Username: simplewce 

Password: simplewce 

Default scheme:  

(You can Test Connection to test so that your privileges are right) 

 

5. Open connection to your simplewce database connection: 

Create a new schema in the connected server: 

Name: simplewce 

 

6. Edit your simplewce Database connection and change the Default scheme to 

“simplewce”. 

 

7. In the home screen of the Workbench - Edit SQL Script: 

Stored Connection: simplewce 

Hostname: localhost 

Username: simplewce 

Password: simplewce 

Default Schema: simplewce 

 

8. Click Next 

 

9. Locate the simplewce.sql file which is included with this document and check the 

execute file after opening box.  

 

10. Click Finish 
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11. Under Server Administration > Users and Privileges > Schema privileges - select the 

user simplewce and add entry.  

Selected host: localhost 

selected schema: simplewce 

 

12. save changes 

 

3.3.                CONNECTING SAILFIN AND MYSQL 

To successfully connect your SailFin server with MySQL database follow these steps 

1. Locate your sailfin\bin folder and start the sailfin server using the 

command .\asadmin start-domain domain1 

 

2. Open web browser and go to sailfin web admin gui at http://localhost:4848 

 

3. Under Resources create connection pool “simplewce”: 

 

 
                         FIG.3: RESOURCE VIEW IN SAILFIN WEB ADMIN GUI 
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4. Under General settings:  

 

 
  FIG.4: GENERAL SETTING FOR CONNECTION POOLS 

 

5. Add the following URL in the URL field in the tab Additional properties: 

URL: jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/simplewce?useUnicode=true&characterEncoding=UTF-8 

 

 
FIG.5: CONNECTION POOL ADDITIONAL PROPERTIES 
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6. Create a JDBC Resource “jdbc/simplewce” 

 

 
    FIG.6: JDBC RESOURCE CREATION 
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7. Add your sailfin docroot to java system property “docroot”. The docroot is <SAILFIN 

HOME>/domains/domain1/docroot. For example: if sailfin was installed at 

/opt/sailfin, the docroot should be “/opt/sailfin/domains/domain1/docroot” (Make 

sure you have all access right to this folder) 

 

 

 
    FIG.7: CREATING JAVA DOCROOT PROPERTY 

 

8. You can check that your connection works before going ahead, by using the “ping” 
command under your simplewce connection pool. 
 

9. Go to converged SIP Modules and if simplewce is already deployed – undeploy it. 

 

10. Deploy tce.war (included with this document) 

 

11. Deploy bcsportal.war (included with this document) 

 

12. Stop sailfin server with .\asadmin stop-domain 

 

13. Start sailfin server with .\asadmin start-domain domain1 
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14. BCS portal should now be up and running at  

http://<YOUR IP ADRESS>:8080/bcsportal/users.jsp 

 

3.4.                 TEST SERVER INSTALLATION WITH WCETESTAGENT 

To test that the server installation was successful you can test this by connecting the 

WCETestAgent to the SailFin WCE server. WCETestAgent can be used as a WCE tester, 

which implements some of the features available in WCE. 

To install and run the WCETestAgent, follow these steps: 

Unpack the WCETestAgent (the file protection password is bcs). There are two ways of 

signing in, either using HTTP Digest or by appending headers. 

 

Login with HTTP Digest - Input username and password, and click “Sign In” button. 

 

Login with Http header - If HTTP Digest was not implemented, Check “Append headers” 

and click “Headers...” button, add “username” and “password” header and click login. 

 

 
FIG.8: WCETESTAGENT SIGNING IN OPTIONS 
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4. INSTALLING AND RUNNING SDS AND FACECLIENT 
In this section how to install and run the SDS and FaceClient will be described. 

 

4.1.                SDS 

The SDS is installed using the SDS Installation Wizard. The installation will be successful by 

using default settings. The computer that will run the DNS and CSCF servers must have a 

static IP address to function. The server must have the same IP as it had during the 

installation. Be sure to be in an environment that support this prior to starting the 

installation wizard. 

Start the SDS and navigate to Visual Network. In this view, drag and drop the DNS and the 

CSCF servers to the network view. Right click the DNS server icon and chose start server. 

Do the same thing with the CSCF server. The order of the server startups is important and 

must be executed in the stated sequence. 

As default only two users exist in the provisioning database; Alice and Bob. You can add 

more users to the database as you see fit under the provisioning view. 

 

4.2.                FACECLIENT 

The FaceClient is installed using either the windows installer or the setup.exe file in the 

FaceClient folder, use default settings. 

Prerequisites for using the FaceClient application are a functioning microphone, webcam 

and speakers. These devices will be detected automatically, but a reboot of the system 

may be required. 

Under FaceClient > settings in the desktop sidebar menu some details should be modified 

for signing in and register to the HSS.  

User ID should be either one of the pre-provisioned user SIP-addresses, namely 

sip:alice@ericsson.com or sip:bob@ericsson.com. If you have provisioned more users, 

these can be used instead as well. 

Password should be the password for the specific user, specified in the provisioning view, 

e.g. password for Alice is “alice”. 

Proxy should be the IP of the computer where the SDS server setup resides. 
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5. TROUBLESHOOTING 
This section provides information on correcting typical installation problems 

 

5.1.                SAILFIN 

There may be an error in system environment path variable. This prevents SailFin builder 

to locate the correct java folder and files. The reason behind this could be that different 

version of windows has different policies of defining paths. 

The most likely reason is that you need to restart your computer, if the problem still 

remains check the following: 

System variables such as JAVA_HOME may be either pointed to as JAVA_HOME or 

%JAVA_HOME%. 

If there is any space in the path name to the installation folder these may have to be 

shortened to match the shortened path form e.g. “\program files\” should then be 

written: “\progra~1\”. If the folder name is “program files (x86)” the path should then be 

written “\progra~2\”. 

 

5.2.                LOCATING YOUR SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT VARIABLES 

These are the steps to find your system environment variables: 

1. Right click on My Computer, then select properties and click Advanced System 

Settings, OR go to Control panel > System > Advanced System Settings 

2. Under the Advanced tab click Environment Variables 

 

5.3.                SDS AND FACECLIENT 

Sometimes the Windows Firewall will not allow access to DNS and CSCF servers while 

using a FaceClient application from another computer. Disable the Windows Firewall may 

help. 

Double check that your IP is the same as when you installed the SDS package. 

Also double check that your computer has rebooted after installment of FaceClient and 

that the application has access right in Windows Firewall. 

When a video call session has been initiated using FaceClient both users may not see each 

other and need to share a file, or preferred, a clipping from the desktop for example. 
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6. THIRD-PARTY SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
This last section will consider how third party developers can use the installments 

presented earlier in this document. Windows Sidebar will be briefly introduced in section 

6.1, follow by a description on how to sign in to the WCE through the Widget in section 

6.2. In section 6.3 different techniques for communicating with WCE will be described. 

Last but not least, this chapter ends with a short tutorial on how to implement the 

FaceClient in a Widget. 

 

6.1. WINDOWS SIDEBAR 

Windows Sidebar is a widget engine, developed by Microsoft, which offers easy testing 

environment and good tutorial support. [Microsoft, 2012, Get Started Writing Gadgets for 

Windows SideShow Devices, http://msdn.microsoft.com/sv-se/magazine/cc163488(en-

us).aspx, 2012-04-02] 

When you have a widget with enough functionality to begin some testing, you copy it into 

the Windows widget folder and start the widget from the desktop. You can also use an 

approach where your editor write changes to the widget’s source files directly in the 

widget folder. 

Just as in any widget engine, a widget for Windows Sidebar needs at least a widget 

manifest XML file and a body HTML file. 

 

6.2. SIGNING IN TO WCE 

The initial sign in through the WCETestAgent is described section 3.4, where username 

and password are provided via the BCS portal. 

If you want to sign in through a third party developed application, e.g. a widget, you have 

to send a HTTP-POST request on a URI that looks like this:  

http://<YOUR IP ADRESS>:8080/tce/bcs/2.0/registration 

Additional request headers that need to be set are “Cache-Control=no-cache” and 

“Accept=application/json”. 

After a successful PUT request, you will get a session identity and a session cookie will be 

set automatically. But before you can use all the services BCS provides you will have to get 

approval from the WCE in form of an event stating that your status has changed to active; 

status=active. More of how the communication is executed is described in the next 

section. 
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Tip: You can inspect and analyze the messages that are sent between the WCE and the 

test agent using Wireshark for a complete view of how the session is setup and how the 

HTTP packages are defined. You can then use the RESTClient for designing the login 

package to get a better understanding of how to design your code for a successful sign in.  

 

6.3. RESTFUL COMMUNICATION THROUGH EVENT POLLING 

In this section a brief description of how the HTTP communication between WCE and a 

user agent (widget) is simulated as a peer-to-peer relation instead of a client-server 

model.  

To continue where the last section left off; the event that carries the status=active 

variable is called “ns2:registrationChangedEvent”. An event could occur without the client 

knowing, that is why the server needs a way to tell the client about this event. The way of 

doing this in a client-server model is by polling these events.  

The polling is simulated with a recurring HTTP-GET request set to a certain time interval. 

The URI for polling events is: 

http://<YOUR IP ADRESS>:8080/tce/bcs/2.0/registration/<identity>/events 

Where identity is the session identity acquired from the login step in the previous section. 

The different types of events are as follows: 

 ns2:registrationChangedEvent 

 ns2:presenceChangedEvent 

 ns2:imChatEvent 

 ns2:imMessageEvent 

 ns2:contactChangedEvent 

 ns2:groupChangedEvent 

Even though maybe not all event types are of interest for you as a developer, a good client 

should have an event handler for each event type. 

In JavaScript the functions to make a recurring polling of event are: 

 setTimeout(getEvents(), delay), where getEvents() is a function that should use a 

HTTP-GET request on the URI described above, and delay is the time until the 

function should be called. To make it so that the polling is recurring, getEvents() 

will have to recursively call itself with setTimeout(getEvents(), delay). 

 setInterval(getEvents(), interval), the difference here is that the recurring 

functionality is built into setInterval(), leaving it up to the programmer to choose 

what the time interval should be. 
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More details of how to implement and use services through the WCE can be found in the 

WCE REST API BCS3.0 document. 

 

6.4. IMPLEMENTING FACECLIENT IN WIDGET 

To implement the FaceClient and get access to the video call functionality, you simply 

have to create a link to the following address: 

runapp:-call <sip:example@exampleCompany.com> 

Where sip:example@exampleCompany.com is the SIP-address to the person you want to 

call. 

Such a link looks like the following in HTML: 

<a href="runapp:-call sip:example@exampleCompany.com"> link name </a> 
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APPENDIX 2: UML CLASS DIAGRAM 
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APPENDIX 3: WIDGET FLOW CHART 
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APPENDIX 4: CORE.HTML 
<!-- 

-- This is the core.html file. It contains the layout structure of the 

-- widget.  

-- 

-- Written by: Alexander Marklund  <amark@kth.se> 

--   Fredrik Nordlund  <fnordl@kth.se> 

--> 

<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml"> 

    <head> 

        <meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=Unicode" /> 

        <title>Eniro BCS Widget</title> 

        <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="style.css" /> 

  <script language="javascript" src="js/js.js" 

type="text/javascript"></script> 

  <script language="javascript" src="js/login.js" 

type="text/javascript"></script> 

  <script language="javascript" src="js/jQuery.js" 

type="text/javascript"></script> 

    </head> 

    <body> 

  <div id="logo"></div> 

  <div id="controlPanel"> 

   <div id="searchField"> 

    <div id="indicator"><img 

src="images/status_offline.png"/></div> 

    <div id="name">User ID</div> 

    <input type="text" name="searchInput" id="searchInput" 

title="Enter Name" onkeydown="return 

enterKey(event)" tabindex="2" /> 

   </div> 

   <div id="controlButtons"> 

    <button type="submit"  name="searchPerson" 

class="searchButtons" accesskey="u" 

id="searchPerson" title="Search Person" 

tabindex="2" 

onclick="searchPerson(searchInput.value)"> 

    </button><br /> 

    <button type="button"  name="login" accesskey="u" 

id="login" title="Login" tabindex="2" 

onclick="login()">Login</button><br /> 

    <button type="button"  name="logout" accesskey="u" 

id="logout" title="Logout" tabindex="2" 

onclick="logout()">Logout</button><br />   

   </div> 

  </div> 

  <div id="groups">  

   <div id="topGroups">Groups</div> 

   <div id="groupList">Group List</div> 

   <button type="submit"  name="addContact" class="add" 

accesskey="u" id="addContact" title="addContact" 

tabindex="2" onclick="addContact()"></button><br /> 

   <button type="submit"  name="history" class="history" 
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accesskey="u" id="history" title="history" tabindex="2" 

></button><br /> 

   <button type="submit"  name="settings" class="settings" 

accesskey="u" id="settings" title="settings" 

tabindex="2" ></button><br /> 

   <button type="submit"  name="dial" class="dial" accesskey="u" 

id="dial" title="dial" tabindex="2" ></button><br /> 

  </div> 

  <div id="bottom"></div> 

  <div id="result"> 

   <div id="top">Results</div> 

   <div id="results">results</div> 

   <div id="resultBottom"> 

    <div id="leftArrow" onclick="leftClickArrow()"></div> 

    <div id="numPages">Pages</div> 

    <div id="rightArrow" onclick="rightClickArrow()"></div> 

   </div> 

  </div> 

 </body> 

</html> 
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APPENDIX 5: STYLE.CSS 
/* 

* This is the style.css which contains all the information 

* about the layout of the widget and the different classes it 

* contains. 

*  

* Written by: Alexander Marklund <amark@kth.se> 

*   Fredrik Nordlund  <fnordl@kth.se> 

*/ 

 

body{ 
    margin: 0; 

     width: 432px; 

 height: 500px; 

 font-size: 0.825em; 

     background: #115f74; 

 font-family:Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif; 

 color: #FFFFFF; 

} 

 

#logo{ 

 background-image:url('images/bcslogo432w.png'); 

 position: absolute; 

 top: 0px; 

 left: 0px; 

 height: 73px; 

 width: 432px; 

} 

 

#controlPanel{ 

 background-image:url('images/longbackground.png'); 

 background-repeat: x-repeat; 

 position: absolute; 

 top: 68px; 

 left: 0px; 

 height: 73px; 

 width: 432px; 

} 

 

#searchField{ 

 position: absolute; 

 left: 0px; 

 height: 73px; 

 width: 150px; 

} 

 

#name{ 

 position: absolute; 

 color: black; 

 top: 8px; 

 left: 35px; 

 height: 15px; 

 width: 150px; 
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} 

 

#controlButtons{ 

 position: absolute; 

 left: 232px; 

 height: 73px; 

 width: 170px; 

} 

 

#groups{ 

 background-color: white; 

 position: absolute; 

 top: 141px; 

 left: 0px; 

 height: 339px; 

 width: 227px; 

 border: 1px solid gray; 

} 

 

#groupList{ 

 color: black; 

 position: absolute; 

 top: 20px; 

 left: 0px; 

 height: 272px; 

 width: 227px; 

} 

 

#top{ 

 background-image:url('images/activecombg.png'); 

 background-repeat: x-repeat; 

 position: absolute; 

 top: 0px; 

 left: 0px; 

 height: 20px; 

 width: 205px; 

} 

 

#topGroups{ 

 background-image:url('images/activecombg.png'); 

 background-repeat: x-repeat; 

 position: absolute; 

 top: 0px; 

 left: 0px; 

 height: 20px; 

 width: 227px; 

} 

 

#bottom{ 

 background-image:url('images/bottom_bgimg.png'); 

 background-repeat: x-repeat; 

 position: absolute; 

 top: 480px; 

 left: 0px; 

 height: 20px; 
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 width: 432px; 

} 

 

#result{ 

 background-color: white; 

 position: absolute; 

 top: 141px; 

 left: 227px; 

 height: 339px; 

 width: 205px; 

 border-bottom: 1px solid gray; 

 border-top: 1px solid gray; 

} 

 

#results{ 

 color: black; 

 position: absolute; 

 top: 20px; 

 left: 0px; 

 height: 299px; 

 width: 205px; 

 overflow: auto; 

} 

 

#resultBottom{ 

 background-image:url('images/bottom_bgimg.png'); 

 background-repeat: x-repeat; 

 position: absolute; 

 top: 317px; 

 left: 0px; 

 height: 20px; 

 width: 205px; 

} 

 

.searchButtons{ 

 position: absolute; 

 top: 8px; 

 left: 0px; 

 height: 55px; 

 width: 60px; 

 border: none; 

 background-image: url('/images/search.png'); 

 background-repeat: no-repeat; 

 float:left; 

 cursor:pointer; 

} 

 

.history{ 

 position: absolute; 

 top: 290px; 

 left: 56px; 

 height: 47px; 

 width: 56px; 

 border: none; 

 background: url('/images/history.png'); 
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 /*background-repeat: no-repeat;*/ 

 float:left; 

 cursor:pointer; 

} 

 

.settings{ 

 position: absolute; 

 top: 290px; 

 left: 168px; 

 height: 47px; 

 width: 56px; 

 border: none; 

 background: url('/images/settings.png'); 

 /*background-repeat: no-repeat;*/ 

 float:left; 

 cursor:pointer; 

} 

 

.dial{ 

 position: absolute; 

 top: 290px; 

 left: 112px; 

 height: 47px; 

 width: 56px; 

 border: none; 

 background: url('/images/dial.png'); 

 /*background-repeat: no-repeat;*/ 

 float:left; 

 cursor:pointer; 

} 

 

.add{ 

 position: absolute; 

 top: 290px; 

 left: 0px; 

 height: 47px; 

 width: 56px; 

 border: none; 

 background: url('/images/add.png'); 

 /*background-repeat: no-repeat;*/ 

 float:left; 

 cursor:pointer; 

} 

 

#searchInput{ 

 position: absolute; 

 top: 35px; 

 left: 10px; 

  

} 

 

#login{ 

 position: absolute; 

 top: 8px; 

 left: 92px; 
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 height: 30px; 

 width: 60px; 

} 

 

#logout{ 

 position: absolute; 

 top: 40px; 

 left: 92px; 

 height: 30px; 

 width: 60px; 

 

#indicator{ 

 margin: 0px; 

 position: absolute; 

 top: 10px; 

 left: 10px; 

 height: 20px; 

 width: 20px; 

} 

 

#services{ 

 position: absolute; 

 top: 339px; 

 height: 20px; 

 width: 50px; 

 left: 0px; 

} 

 

#leftArrow{ 

 background:url('images/deleteArrowIconL.png') no-repeat; 

 position: absolute; 

 top: 0px; 

 left: 0px; 

 height: 20px; 

 width: 20px; 

} 

 

#numPages{ 

 position: absolute; 

 top: 0px; 

 left: 75px; 

 height: 20px; 

 width: 100px; 

 color: #000000; 

} 

 

#rightArrow{ 

 background:url('images/deleteArrowIconR.png') no-repeat; 

 position: absolute; 

 top: 0px; 

 left: 185px; 

 height: 20px; 

 width: 20px; 

} 
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.personInfo{ 

 margin-left:auto; 

 margin-right:auto; 

 border:1px solid #FFFFF;    

 position:relative;  

} 

 

.group{ 

 margin-left:auto; 

 margin-right:auto; 

 position:relative;  

 height: 20px; 

} 
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APPENDIX 6: GADGET.XML 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?> 

<gadget> 

  <name>BCS Eniro</name> 

  <version>1.0.1.2</version> 

  <author name="Alexander Marklund and Fredrik Nordlund - KTH"> 

  </author> 

  <icons> 

    <icon height="64" width="64" src="images/BCSIcon.png" /> 

  </icons> 

  <hosts> 

    <host name="sidebar"> 

      <base type="HTML" apiVersion="1.0.0" src="core.html" /> 

      <permissions>Full</permissions> 

      <platform minPlatformVersion="1.0" /> 

    </host> 

  </hosts> 

</gadget> 
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APPENDIX 7: JS.JS 
/* 

* This documents contains all the JavaScript functions 

* that deal with searching people at Eniro, and then parse 

* this information into objects that can be used for different 

* tasks. It also contains some functions that alter the GUI. 

*  

* Written by: Fredrik Nordlund   <fnordl@kth.se> 

*   Alexander Marklund <amark@kth.se> 

*/ 

 

var oGadgetDocument = System.Gadget.document; 

var oFlyoutDocument = System.Gadget.document; 

var currentHighlighted = 0; 

var currPage = 1; 

var currPerson = 0; 

var numPages; 

var currentPerson = ''; 

 

// When return key is pressed, run the search sequence of functions 

function enterKey(e){ 

 if(e.keyCode == 13){ 

  searchPerson(searchInput.value); 

 } 

} 

 

// Initializes a search for a person 

function searchPerson(name){ 

 currentPerson = name; 

 var url = urlParser(name); 

 var html_Page = httpGetRequest(url); 

 var result_Table = pageParser(html_Page); 

 displayInWidget(result_Table); 

} 

 

// Parses the name into a valid URL 

function urlParser(name){ 

 var encoded_Name = specialCharacterEncoder(name); 

  

 // optional name validator? 

 return 'http://personer.eniro.se/resultat/' + encoded_Name.replace(' ', 

'+') + '/' + currPage; 

} 

 

// Endcodes special characters 

function specialCharacterEncoder(name){ 

 var encoded_Name = escape(name); 

 encoded_Name = encoded_Name.replace('%F6', '%C3%B6'); // ö 

 encoded_Name = encoded_Name.replace('%E5', '%C3%A5'); // å 

 encoded_Name = encoded_Name.replace('%E4', '%C3%A4'); // ä 

  

 return encoded_Name; 

} 
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// Optional name validator for security? 

function nameValidator(name){ 

 //Not yet implemented 

} 

 

// Issue a HTTP Get request 

function httpGetRequest(url){ 

 var html_Page; 

 var http = new XMLHttpRequest(); 

 http.open("GET", url, false); 

 http.send(null); 

 html_Page = http.responseText; 

  

 return html_Page; 

} 

 

// Parses the returned HTML page into personal information result table 

function pageParser(html_Page){ 

 var personDivArray = new Array(); 

 var result_Table; 

 personDivArray = parser(html_Page); 

 result_Table = lister(personDivArray); 

 return result_Table.valueOf(); 

} 

 

/* Parses the HTML page into a person information array 

* A person info looks something like:  

* <div class="personInfo" id="personID" 

onclick="setCurrentHighlighted(this.id)"> 

*  <span id="personIDgivenName">Given Name</span><br/> 

*  <span id="personIDfamilyName">Family Name</span><br/> 

*  <span id="personIDMobile">Mobile number</span><br/> 

*  ... 

* </div> 

*  

* This way, all inner elements of the span classes can be reached by getting  

* the CurrentHighlighted ID and specific type. If you want the given name of 

* a person, you could get that by something like: 

* getElementByID(currentHighlightedID + 'givenName').innerText; 

*/ 

function parser(html_Page){ 

  

 html_Page = html_Page.replace(/[\t\n]/g, ''); 

  

 var personInfo = /<div class="section- 

left">(?:(?=([^<]+))\1|<(?!div\b[^>]*>))*?<ul class/g; 

 var onePersonInfo = /<div class="vcard section-left source- 

backend">.*<\/div><div class="banner/g; 

 

 var person = new Array(); 

 person = html_Page.match(personInfo); 

 if(person != null){ 

  var numberOfLoops = loopCountCalculator(html_Page.valueOf()); 

  var i =0; 
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  var max = numberOfLoops; 

  if(max > 26){ 

   max = 26; 

  }  

  for(i=0; i < max.valueOf(); i++){ 

   person[i] = person[i].replace('<ul class', '</div>'); 

   person[i] = person[i].replace('class="section-left"', 

'class="personInfo" id="person'+i.valueOf()+'" 

onclick="setCurrentHighlighted(this.id)"'); 

   person[i] = nameParser(person[i], i); 

   person[i] = phoneParser(person[i], i); 

  } 

 }else{ 

  person = html_Page.match(onePersonInfo); 

  person[0] = person[0].replace('</div><div class="banner', '</div>'); 

  person[0] = person[0].replace('class="vcard section-left source- 

backend"', 'class="personInfo" id="person0" 

onclick="setCurrentHighlighted(this.id)"'); 

  person[0] = nameParser(person[0], 0); 

 }  

 return person; 

} 

 

// Calculates how many times to loop in parser 

function loopCountCalculator(html_Page){ 

 var numberOfLoops = new Array(); 

 var loop_Pattern = /&nbsp;gav&nbsp;[0-9]+/g; 

 numberOfLoops = html_Page.match(loop_Pattern); 

 numberOfLoops[0] = numberOfLoops[0].replace('&nbsp;gav&nbsp;', ''); 

  

 if(numberOfLoops[0].valueOf() > 26){ 

  if(numberOfLoops[0].valueOf() % 26 == 0){ 

   numPages = parseInt(numberOfLoops[0].valueOf() / 26); 

  }else{ 

   numPages = parseInt(numberOfLoops[0].valueOf() / 26) + 1; 

  } 

 }else{ 

  numPages = 1; 

 } 

  

 insertNumPages(numPages); 

 return numberOfLoops[0].valueOf(); 

} 

 

// Parses a personDiv name section 

function nameParser(personDiv, i){ 

 

 personDiv = personDiv.replace('<h2 class="fn n">', ''); 

 personDiv = personDiv.replace('<h1 class="fn n">', ''); 

 personDiv = personDiv.replace('</h2>', ''); 

 personDiv = personDiv.replace('</h1>', ''); 

 personDiv = personDiv.replace('<div class="profile-info">', ''); 

 personDiv = personDiv.replace('<span class="avatar"><span></span></span>', 

''); 

 personDiv = personDiv.replace('<p class="show-on-map adr-index-0">', ''); 
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 personDiv = personDiv.replace('</h1>', ''); 

 personDiv = personDiv.replace(/<a title="Visa mer".*<span class="given- 

name"/g, '<span class="given-name"'); 

 personDiv = personDiv.replace('</a>', ''); 

 personDiv = personDiv.replace('class="given-name"', 

'id="person'+i.valueOf()+'givenName"'); 

 personDiv = personDiv.replace('class="family-name"', 

'id="person'+i.valueOf()+'familyName"'); 

 personDiv = personDiv.replace(/<\/span>/g, '</span><span> </span>'); 

 

 return personDiv; 

} 

 

// Parses a personDiv phone section 

function phoneParser(personDiv, i){ 

 var telInfo = /(<span class="tel type.*<!-- address type: -->|<!—address  

type: -->|<span class="tel type.*<\/a><\/span>)/;  

 var telType = /<span class="type(?:(?=([^<]+))\1|<(?!<span 

class\b[^>]*>))*?<\/span>/g;  

 var nr = /<a class="value"(?:(?=([^<]+))\1|<(?!<a 

class="value"\b[^>]*>))*?<\/a>/g; 

  

 var typeArray = personDiv.match(telType); 

 var nrArray = personDiv.match(nr); 

  

 var j = 0; 

 if(typeArray != null){ 

  for(j = 0; j < typeArray.length; j++){ 

   typeArray[j] = typeArray[j].replace(/<span class="type[ \-a- 

zA-Z]*">/, ''); 

   typeArray[j] = typeArray[j].replace(/<\/span>/, ''); 

   

   nrArray[j] = nrArray[j].replace(/<a class="value" 

href="callto:.[0-9]*"title="Ring detta telefonnummer i 

Sverige med Skype: [ \-0-9]*">/,''); 

   nrArray[j] = nrArray[j].replace(/ *<\/a>/,''); 

  } 

  var returnPersonDiv = '<br/><span 

id="person'+i.valueOf()+'phoneNumber">'; 

  for(j = 0; j < typeArray.length; j++){ 

   if(j == typeArray.length -1){ 

    returnPersonDiv = returnPersonDiv + 

typeArray[j].valueOf() + ': <span 

id="person'+i.valueOf()+typeArray[j].valueOf()+'">

'+ nrArray[j].valueOf() +'</span>'; 

   }else{ 

    returnPersonDiv = returnPersonDiv + 

typeArray[j].valueOf() + ': <span 

id="person'+i.valueOf()+typeArray[j].valueOf()+'">

'+ nrArray[j].valueOf() +'</span><br/>'; 

   } 

  } 

  returnPersonDiv = returnPersonDiv + '</span>'; 

  personDiv = personDiv.replace(telInfo, returnPersonDiv.valueOf()); 

 } 
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 personDiv = personDiv.replace(/<span class="t.*<\/div>/g, '</div>'); 

 personDiv = personDiv.replace(/<span class="geo".*<\/p>/g, '</p>'); 

 personDiv = personDiv.replace(/<p class="adr">/g, '<br/>'); 

 personDiv = personDiv.replace('</p>', ''); 

 return personDiv; 

  

} 

 

// Parses a personDiv additional section 

function additionalParser(personDiv, i){ 

 //Not yet implemented 

} 

 

// Makes person information into a list in form of a string 

function lister(personDivArray){ 

 var resultTable = '<div class="resultTable">'; 

 var i = 0; 

 for(i=0; i < personDivArray.length; i++){ 

  resultTable = resultTable + personDivArray[i].valueOf() + '<br/>'; 

 } 

 resultTable = resultTable + '</div>'; 

 return resultTable.valueOf(); 

} 

 

// Displays the result table in a widget 

function displayInWidget(result_Table){ 

 insertResultTable(result_Table); 

} 

 

// Inserts the result table into a result div  

function insertResultTable(result_Table){ 

 setTimeout(function(){System.Gadget.document.getElementById("results") 

.innerHTML = result_Table.valueOf();}, 0); 

} 

 

//Updates the number of pages a search resulted in 

function insertNumPages(numPages){ 

 setTimeout(function(){System.Gadget.document.getElementById("numPages") 

.innerText = currPage.valueOf() + ' of ' + numPages.valueOf();}, 0); 

} 

 

//Set the current highlighted person, so its information can be accessible by 

another function 

function setCurrentHighlighted(id){ 

 currentHighlighted = id; 

 var div = document.getElementById(currentHighlighted+'Mobil'); 

 setTimeout(function(){System.Gadget.document 

.getElementById("gadgetContent").innerText = currentHighlighted;}, 

0); 

} 

 

//View the next page of search results 

function rightClickArrow(){ 

 if(currPage < numPages){ 

  currPage = currPage+1; 
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  searchPerson(currentPerson); 

 } 

} 

 

//View the previous page of search results 

function leftClickArrow(){ 

 if(currPage > 1){ 

  currPage = currPage-1; 

  searchPerson(currentPerson); 

 } 

} 
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APPENDIX 8: LOGIN.JS 
/* 

* This file contains all the functions that handles  

* the communication between the widget and the BCS WCE. 

* - Login 

* - Logout 

* -  Event Polling 

* - Listing Groups 

* - List contacts in groups 

* - Manage groups (open/close groups in GUI) 

* - Add contact to groups in BCS 

* - Send/recieve messages from BCS 

*  

* Written by: Fredrik Nordlund  <fnordl@kth.se> 

   Alexander marklund <amark@kth.se> 

*/ 

 

var WCE_POLL_INTERVAL = 2000; // Every 2 seconds 

var WCE_REQUEST_TIMEOUT = 5000; 

var WCE_URL = 'http://192.168.1.10:8080/tce/bcs/2.0/registration'; 

var identity = null; 

var uri = null; 

var eventPollingInterval = null; 

var username = 'eva'; // Username and password is static for the moment 

var password = 'password'; 

var Eniro_GroupID = 'group-20120505100954768'; 

var contactDetails = ''; 

 

/*  

* Starts the login procedure, sets the session 

* identity and starts the recurring polling for  

* events.  

*/  

function login() { 

    var response = constructLogin(username, password); 

 var json = jQuery.parseJSON(response); 

 identity = json.identity; 

 uri = json.uri; 

 startEventPolling(); 

} 

 

//Logout a user and terminate session 

function logout() {  

    var url = constructUrl("login"); 

    var parameters = { 

        method: 'DELETE', 

        url: url, 

        data: '', 

  type: 'login' 

    }; 

    var response = sendMessage(parameters); 

 stopEventPolling(); 

 setTimeout(function(){System.Gadget.document.getElementById("indicator") 
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.innerHTML = '<img src="images/status_offline.png"/>';}, 0); 

} 

 

/* 

* Get all the groups a user previously has created and 

* put them in a list in the widget GUI. 

* Groups can be opened and closed in the GUI by the help 

* of the manageGroup function. 

*/ 

function getGroupsForGroupList() { 

    var url = constructUrl("groups"); 

    var parameters = { 

        method: 'GET', 

        url: url, 

        data: '', 

  type: 'groups' 

    }; 

    var socket = sendMessage(parameters); 

 if(socket.status == 200){ 

  var json = socket.responseText; 

  json = jQuery.parseJSON(json); 

  var html = '<div class="groupsForList" id="groupsForList">'; 

  for (var x = 0; x < json.Group.length; x++) { 

   html = html + '<span class="group" 

id="groupList_'+json.Group[x].groupId+'" flag="0" 

name="'+json.Group[x].GroupName+'" 

onclick="manageGroup(this.id, this.flag, 

this.name)"><img src="images/Team_A.gif"/>  

'+json.Group[x].GroupName+'</span><br/>'; 

  } 

  html = html + '</div>'; 

 

 setTimeout(function(){System.Gadget.document.getElementById("groupList") 

.innerHTML = html;}, 0); 

 } 

} 

 

/* 

* Get all the contacts that a group contains and 

* list them under the group in the widget GUI. 

*/ 

function getContatcsFromGroup(id){ 

 var url = constructUrl("groups"); 

 url = url + '/' + ID + '/contacts'; 

 var parameters = { 

        method: 'GET', 

        url: url, 

        data: '', 

  type:'groups' 

    }; 

 var socket = sendMessage(parameters); 

    if (socket.status == 200) { 

        var response = socket.responseText; 

  var contacts = jQuery.parseJSON(response); 

  var returnValue = ''; 
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  for (var x = 0; x < contacts.Contact.length; x++) { 

   returnValue = returnValue + '<a id="hej'+x+'" href="runapp:- 

call '+ contacts.Contact[x].uri +'"> '+ 

contacts.Contact[x].DisplayName + '</a><br/>'; 

  } 

  return returnValue; 

 } 

 return ''; 

} 

 

// Opens and closes a group in the widget GUI 

function manageGroup(id, flag, name){ 

 if(flag == 0){ 

  var sendGID = id.replace('groupList_', ''); 

  setTimeout(function(){System.Gadget.document.getElementById(id) 

.innerHTML = '<img src="images/Team_A.gif"/> ' + '<span id="'+ 

ID +'Open" var1="'+ ID + '" var2="'+ 1 +'" var3="' + name + '" 

onclick="manageGroup(this.var1, this.var2, this.var3)">' + 

name + '</span>' + '<br/>' + getContatcsFromGroup(sendGID);}, 

0); 

  setTimeout(function(){System.Gadget.document.getElementById(id) 

.flag = 1;}, 0); 

  setTimeout(function(){System.Gadget.document.getElementById(id) 

.onclick = '';}, 0); 

 }else if(flag == 1){ 

  setTimeout(function(){System.Gadget.document.getElementById(id) 

.innerHTML = '<img src="images/Team_A.gif"/> ' + name;}, 0); 

  setTimeout(function(){System.Gadget.document.getElementById(id) 

.flag = 0;}, 0); 

  setTimeout(function(){System.Gadget.document.getElementById(id) 

.onclick = function(){manageGroup(this.id, this.flag, 

this.name);};}, 0); 

 } 

} 

 

// Get the different group that a person can be added to 

function getGroups() { 

    var url = constructUrl("groups"); 

    var parameters = { 

        method: 'GET', 

        url: url, 

        data: '', 

  type: 'groups' 

    }; 

    var socket = sendMessage(parameters); 

 if(socket.status == 200){ 

  var json = socket.responseText; 

  json = jQuery.parseJSON(json); 

  var html = '<div class="groups" id="groupsL">'; 

  for (var x = 0; x < json.Group.length; x++) { 

   html = html + '<span class="group" 

    id="'+json.Group[x].groupId+'" 

onclick="setEniro_GroupID(this.id)">'+json.Group[x].Grou

pName+'</span><br/>'; 

  } 
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  html = html + '</div>'; 

 

 setTimeout(function(){System.Gadget.document.getElementById("results") 

.innerHTML = html;}, 0); 

 } 

} 

 

// Updates a group after a ns2:contactChangedEvent has arrived 

function updateGroup(grpID, contactURI, displayName){ 

 setTimeout(function(){System.Gadget.document 

.getElementById('groupList_'+grpID).innerHTML = 

System.Gadget.document.getElementById('groupList_'+grpID).innerHTML 

+ '<br/><span id="hejsan" onclick="">'+ displayName + 

'</span><br/>';}, 0); 

} 

 

/* 

* The getEvents() function which poll for event and then 

* act as an event handler if any changes in events has occured. 

* 

* Current implemented events are: 

*  ns2:registrationChangedEvent - Looks to see if the login   

*        was successful. 

*  ns2:presenceChangedEvent - Retrieves the username of  

*        the logged in user and show 

*        it in the widget. 

*  ns2:contactChangedEvent  - Update a group if a contact 

*        has been added to it. 

* 

* It recursively calls itself to simulate a recurring polling.  

*/ 

function getEvents() { 

    var url = constructUrl("events"); 

 var parameters = { 

        method: 'GET', 

        url: url, 

        data: '', 

  type: 'events' 

    }; 

   

 var socket = sendMessage(parameters); 

    if (socket.status == 200) { 

        var response = socket.responseText; 

  var event = jQuery.parseJSON(response); 

  for (var x = 0; x < event.Event.length; x++) { 

   if (event.Event[x].type == "ns2:registrationChangedEvent"  

&& event.Event[x].status == "Active") { 

setTimeout(function(){System.Gadget.document 

.getElementById("indicator").innerHTML = '<img 

src="images/status_available.png"/>';}, 0); 

    getGroupsForGroupList(); 

   } else if (event.Event[x].type == "ns2:presenceChangedEvent" 

&& event.Event[x].Presence.uri != "") { 

    if (event.Event[x].Presence.uri == uri) { 

     var name = event.Event[x].Presence.DisplayName; 
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setTimeout(function(){System.Gadget.document 

.getElementById("name").innerHTML = name;}, 0); 

     var state = event.Event[x].Presence.State; 

     var tagline = event.Event[x].Presence.Note; 

    } else { 

     var contactUri = event.Event[x].Presence.uri; 

     var state = event.Event[x].Presence.State; 

     var tagline = event.Event[x].Presence.Note; 

    } 

   } else if (event.Event[x].type == "ns2:imChatEvent") { 

     

   } else if (event.Event[x].type == "ns2:imMessageEvent") { 

     

   } else if (event.Event[x].type == "ns2:contactChangedEvent") { 

    var grpID = event.Event[x].groupId; 

    var grpUri = event.Event[x].uri; 

    var displayName = event.Event[x].DisplayName; 

    if (event.Event[x].modification == "Added") { 

     updateGroup(grpID, grpUri, displayName); 

    } else if (event.Event[x].Contact.modification == 

"Removed") { 

     //removeContactFromView(grpID, grpUri); 

    } 

   } else if (event.Event[x].type == "ns2:groupChangedEvent") { 

    var grpID = event.Event[x].Group.groupId; 

    var grpName = event.Event[x].Group.GroupName; 

    if (event.Event[x].modification == "Added") { 

     // addNewGroup(grpName, grpID); 

    }  

   } 

  } 

    }else{ 

  //stopEventPolling(); 

 } 

 eventPollingInterval = setTimeout("getEvents()", WCE_POLL_INTERVAL); 

} 

 

/*  

* Set the global variable to which group you  

* want to manage (add a contact to) 

*/ 

function setEniro_GroupID(groupID){ 

 Eniro_GroupID = groupID; 

 addContactToGroup(contactDetails); 

} 

 

/* 

* Parse the body of a PUT request message before 

* retrieving and listing the groups a contact can be 

* added to. 

* 

* The contact details must look something like: 

* 

 {"uri":"sip:example@exampleCompany.com","DisplayName":"[NAME]","JobTitle": 

"[JOBTITLE]","Department":"[DEPARTMENT]","CompanyName": 
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"[COMPANY_NAME]","WorkNumber":[NUMBER]","Mobile":"[MOBILE_NR]", 

"Fax":"[FAX]","AssistantName":"[A_NAME]","AssistantNumber":"[A_NR]", 

"Email":"[EMAIL]","Website":"[WEBSITE]"} 

* 

* Though only "uri", "DisplayName", "WorkNumber" and "Mobile" are mandatory. 

*/ 

function addContact(){ 

 var NAME = 

System.Gadget.document.getElementById(currentHighlighted+'givenName'

).innerText + ' ' + 

System.Gadget.document.getElementById(currentHighlighted+'familyName

').innerText; 

 var PHONE = 

System.Gadget.document.getElementById(currentHighlighted+'Mobil') 

.innerText; 

 PHONE = PHONE.replace(/[\- ]/g, ''); 

 contactDetails = '{"uri":"sip:oscar@su.com","DisplayName":"'+ NAME 

+'","JobTitle":"","Department":"","CompanyName":"","WorkNumber":"080

34","Mobile":"'+ PHONE +'","Fax":"","AssistantName":" 

undefined","AssistantNumber":"","Email":"","Website":""}'; 

 getGroups(); 

} 

 

// Create a PUT request to add a contact to a specific group. 

function addContactToGroup(contactD) { 

    var url = constructUrl("groups"); 

    url = url + '/' + Eniro_GroupID + '/contacts'; 

    var parameters = { 

        method: 'PUT', 

        url: url, 

        data: contactDetails, 

  type: 'groups' 

    }; 

    var response = sendMessage(parameters); 

  

 if(response.status == 204 || response.status == 1223){ 

  /* den la till */ 

 }else{ 

  /* las inte till*/ 

 } 

} 

 

// Construct a POST request for login. 

function constructLogin(username, password) { 

    var url = constructUrl("login"); 

    var parameters = { 

        method: 'POST', 

        url: url, 

        data: '', 

  type: 'login' 

    }; 

 return sendMessage(parameters); 

} 

 

// Start polling for events. 
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function startEventPolling(){ 

  

 eventPollingInterval = setTimeout("getEvents()",0); 

} 

 

// Stop polling for events. 

function stopEventPolling() { 

clearTimeout(eventPollingInterval); 

eventPollingInterval = null; 

} 

 

// Contains structures for how to construct different request URIs. 

function constructUrl(url) { 

    var result = WCE_URL; 

    if (identity !== null) { 

        result += '/' + identity; 

    } 

    switch (url) { 

    case "login": 

        break; 

    case "events": 

        result += '/events'; 

        break; 

    case "groups": 

        result += '/groups'; 

        break; 

    } 

    return result; 

} 

 

/* 

* Open a socket with parameters, set headers and send data. 

* Return either response or socket depending on request type. 

*/ 

function sendMessage(parameters){ 

 var socket = new XMLHttpRequest(); 

 if (!socket) { 

  throw new Error('Unable to create a communication socket'); 

 } 

    

 socket.open(parameters.method, parameters.url, false, username, 

encodeURIComponent(password)); 

 socket.setRequestHeader('Cache-Control', 'no-cache'); 

 socket.setRequestHeader('Accept', 'application/json'); 

 if (parameters.data) { 

  //var json = JSON.stringify(parameters.data);  

// Always send data as JSON 

  var json = parameters.data; 

  socket.setRequestHeader('Content-Type', 'application/json'); 

  // socket.setRequestHeader('Content-length', json.length); 

  socket.send(json); 

   

  if(parameters.type == 'groups'){ 

   return socket; 

  }else{  
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   return socket; 

  } 

 } else { 

  var response; 

  socket.send(''); // Send request without body 

  if(parameters.type == 'login'){ 

   response = socket.responseText; 

   return response; 

  }else if(parameters.type == 'events'){ 

   return socket; 

  }else if(parameters.type == 'groups'){ 

   return socket; 

  } 

 }  

} 

 




